Issue 271, 20 March 2014

The sun also rises...in the East
The markets didn't seem to care too much about a potential war in the Ukraine, but they are bothered
by Fed chair Janet Yellen signalling overnight that interest rates could rise as soon as 2015.
That all goes to show that markets are as fickle as, well as fickle as the people who drive them. For
long-term investors with SMSFs, these dips are perfect opportunities to get into companies such as
Charlie's favourite, Bank of Queensland. Today, Charlie details why BOQ will continue to benefit from
the East Coast revival.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, we have Roger Montgomery on Carsales.com.au and in
Fundie's Favourite, veteran fund manager Manny Pohl explains why he likes Domino's Pizza.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Carsales has plenty of potential
by Roger Montgomery
Of particular note amongst outperforming companies
over the past few years has been the performance of
some of the biggest and best online list providers in
Australia, and the fact that Realestate.com.au (REA),
Seek Limited (SEK) and Carsales.com.au (CRZ) all
again reported excellent trading results in this year’s
half-year reporting season, has not escaped our
attention.
By way of comparison, below we have compared the
share price performance of all three businesses to the
S&P/ASX 200 All Ordinaries Index (XAO) over the
past two years. Similarly, what we find is that their
individual business performance continues to be
translated into admirable share price
out-performance, especially considering all the doom
and gloom in the media about the death of
manufacturing, mass retrenchments, soaring
unemployment and even wars that look set to break
out.

According to VFACTS, in 2010 nearly one million new
cars were sold in Australia. In 2013, this figure has
climbed to over 1.1 million, which means amongst
Australia’s 20 million adult population, 5.5% buy a
new car every year. That’s a lot of turnover.
One also suspects that just as many, if not more,
secondhand cars are turned over as well, and the
dominate online player that is leveraged to this
industry without having to buy stock, lease a
showroom or pay the wages of mechanics is
Carsales.com.au (CRZ).
Carsales is Australia’s largest and dominant online
list of cars, with about 225,000 units available for sale
as of February this year. Its next closest competitor is
Carsguide with 114,000 cars, which makes Carsales
about twice the size of its nearest competitor, in terms
of new and used cars listed for sale. An advantage
the business appears to be holding and if anything, is
growing.
Carsales also continues to grow its share of
auto-related browsing and almost all other measures
we can find – be that revenue, profitability, share of
consumer browsing, share of total page views, or by
page views per vehicle (directly correlated to lead
generation volumes) – show that CRZ is extending its
lead, reach and share of mind. All of these point to
CRZ remaining the dominant leader in web-based
automotive classifieds, and competitors are
floundering to even maintain contact with them.

Let’s focus on the business, which has made a
number of strategic investments over the past 12
months, and whose prospects for the future are
equally today as bright as they ever have been.
Carsales.com.au

The Carsales website is a lead-generation tool for
dealers and car owners alike. Dealers might pay $40
per enquiry received, and there are typically five
enquiries per car. It therefore costs a dealer about
$200 in advertising to sell a car on Carsales.
We have learned from discussions with the company
that dealers can be expected to make a gross profit of
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between $1500 and $4000 per car, and for luxury
cars, about $6000.
There is clearly room for dealers to absorb the $200
they currently pay Carsales, and arguably there’s
scope for them to pay more.
The ability to charge more should be enhanced by
two known facts, first; one manufacturer was recently
reported to have experienced a 30% fall in new car
sales when they removed their brand from the
Carsales website, and secondly; Carsales leading
market share (share of total page views is now at an
all-time high of 79.5%) means dealers are all but
forced to adopt the Carsales network to obtain
qualified leads.
Growing share combined with rising private inventory
growth, display advertising growth, the potential for
dynamic pricing, as well as the prospect of additional
future products, affords the company the opportunity
to significantly grow earnings for the foreseeable
future. And none of the aforementioned opportunities
include any overseas potential.
Offshore opportunities
Whilst Carsales continues to grow, albeit at a slowing
rate in the Australian market, for a business which at
this same time last year had no assets offshore, the
investment of $234 million in just the past 12 months
signals a radical change in business strategy. It’s
globally where management is clearly intending the
next leg of growth to come from.
Carsales has invested the funds as follows: $20.4
million for a 22.9% stake of ICar Asia (Thailand,
Malaysia and Indonesia), $87.7 million for a 30.0%
stake of WebMotors (Brazil) and $126 million for a
49.0% of SK Encar (Korea). And with it, Carsales has
laid claim to the title of the world’s fastest-growing
auto advertising portal.
In doing so, it has also created a platform of high
quality market leaders, all with upside potential from
being exposed emerging market plays, which are
collectively seven times the size of the Australian
market in terms of vehicle sales volumes.
Think about the potential here for a moment…

Source: Southern Sea Ventures
Brazil is the fourth largest car market in the world,
and growing at circa 30% a year is profitable to the
Carsales group. Their recent acquisition in South
Korea is a market that is 60% larger than the
Australian market and is also profitable. ICar Asia is
currently unprofitable. But as a start-up operation, it’s
growing fast, with unique monthly visitors increasing
from 1.5 million to 4.5 million in the past 12 months
alone.
Carsales has literally gone from nothing to significant
ownership and a presence in all meaningful motor
vehicle markets in Asia and now operates in markets
representing roughly 10% of global vehicles in use,
and 11% of global new cars sales.
Excluding Australia, these markets are primed for
growth, based on vehicles per capita moving towards
the developed world average of 60-70%, versus their
current average of 25%.
Earnings growth
Should management be able to replicate the same
success as they have with Australian Auto
Classifieds, then based on a 50% return on equity
(ROE) over the next 5-10 years (for example) on just
the $234 million incremental capital invested to date
(we expect more will follow), this could equate to an
additional $117 million in after-tax earnings in the
years ahead.
That’s more than double the business’ current level
of earnings and therefore, we certainly believe for the
moment it’s a business that has underlying
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fundamentals that are hard to ignore. Fundamentals,
of course, that are all pointing to very bright prospects
in the years ahead.
To that end, we rate Carsales in the top 2% of all
listed business, and are current holders in The
Montgomery [Private] Fund and The Montgomery
Fund. Notwithstanding someone being willing to buy
our stake for an irrationally exuberant price, our funds
and our investors should expect to be holders for
many years to come – so please continue to make all
your online car enquiries there.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Still banking on Queensland
by Charlie Aitken
To me, investing is all about letting your winners run
and ruthlessly cutting losers. We all have a finite pool
of investment capital and it needs to be working as
hard as possible, all the time.
From West to East
My number one strategic theme remains betting on a
rebalancing of Australian economic growth from West
to East. I remain a major structural bull on the East
Coast of Australia, feeling the combination of new
Federal and State Governments, record low interest
rates, a property-led wealth effect, large scale
transport infrastructure projects, a new home
construction cycle, increased tourism (Aussie dollar
down), red and green tape cutting and immigration
will drive a traditional and extended East Coast
economic growth cycle.
I am particularly bullish on households and
consumers, feeling that growing confidence will spill
over into asset allocation away from cash, a falling
household savings rate, and increased discretionary
spending. The RBA in recent times seems to agree
with that view, if not trying to generate the outcome
itself by guiding to a medium-term period of ultra-low
cash rates. Banks are also helping this process by
offering record low fixed rate mortgages and term
deposits, with margins over the cash rate for both
falling sharply (yet maintaining overall bank net
interest margins).

next 12 months. I am “still banking on it”.
I think it’s best to remind you of my “self-fulfilling
virtuous circle of bank demand in an ultra-low interest
rate environment”. This is my own theory that has
helped me be on the right side of Australian banks for
the last few years. It’s as valid today as it was two
years ago in predicting demand for Australian bank
equities and bank profit/dividend growth.

Bank of Queensland

This means strategically, at the sector level, I remain
bullish about discretionary retailers, property
developers, building materials, transport, steel,
tourism, asset managers and mortgage banks.

Inside our bullish bank sector call, “Banking on
Queensland” has been one of our key strategic
themes for three years now. We believed Queensland
was “Australia’s Florida”, with the likelihood of a post
GFC housing and economic recovery.

I do get plenty of questions on the Australian
mortgage banks after the run they have had, but I still
think we can generate solid total absolute returns
from East Coast-focused mortgage banks over the

This has started to unfold, after a change of state
government and record low interest rates that saw the
South East Queensland property oversupply cleared
and prices rise. The fall of the Australian dollar has
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also seen inbound international tourist numbers rise
into South East Queensland.
While Suncorp (SUN) and Bank of Queensland
(BOQ) have been two of our best total return ideas
ever off the lows, I strongly want to stick with both
stocks.
I think regulatory change could go in their favour
(equalisation of mortgage capital holding rules) and
both could be corporate targets. I always thought this
would end with a break-up of SUN or a takeover of
BOQ, or most likely, both, once it was obvious to
predators that their businesses had stabilised and
were growing once again.
Today, I want to focus on BOQ, where we are
number one rated on Bloomberg for accuracy of
recommendation and price target. At the end of the
day, what else matters when you are writing stock
research?
Below is our two-year track record of
recommendation and price target.

There might also be the opportunity for a potential
acquisition for the bank.
Recent press reports suggest Investec could be
planning to divest its Australian loan book ($2-3 billion
portfolio likely sourced from its asset finance, leasing
and professional finance businesses). Structured as
a portfolio sale instead of as a going concern, it is
unlikely the operating cost base will be transferred to
any potential acquirer.
Market interest appears to be keen, with the larger
lenders unsurprisingly in a stronger position given
their relative acquisition firepower. However, we
believe the transaction should be attractive and highly
value accretive to BOQ on the off-chance the regional
is successful in its bid.

At the moment, there are seven buys, nine holds and
two sells on BOQ with a median price target of
$12.42. I feel the major bank analysts pay very little
attention to BOQ and only write “research” after
results. That provides us with an opportunity to write
high conviction bottom up opinion on BOQ and wait
for consensus to come to us. This is how the last
three years have worked out in the stock and it
continues to this day.
At the fundamental level, the investment arithmetic
remains supportive, with forecast EPS growth better
than all four major Australian banks, yet trading on
half the price to book multiple of the majors.

BOQ looks to me a stock that can generate another
15% plus total return this year before the value of
franking credits.
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It remains a classic East Coast recovery play, as all
fiscal and monetary policy aims at creating East
Coast growth.
CEO Stuart Grimshaw is doing an excellent job
maximising BOQ’s risk adjusted leverage to that
growth recovery.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Staff Reporter
Broker actions so far this week have been driven by
some end of season results updates and strategic
announcements from companies. A restructure notice
from Nufarm prompted two brokers to upgrade, while
David Jones’ half-year results prompted further talk
of a Myer merger and an upgrade and a downgrade.
In the good books
Credit Suisse upgraded Nufarm (NUF) to Outperform
from Neutral and UBS upgraded to Neutral from Sell.
The company is restructuring the Australian business
with $13 million in cost savings to be achieved by
FY16. Credit Suisse expects working capital
management to improve, with fewer warehouses to
stock. UBS’s upgrade follows a period of
underperformance in the share price. UBS believes
the review of the Australian operations should align
the company better for the upcoming challenges.
UBS has incorporated the savings, plus a modest
turnaround in margins over the next three years, to
reflect better seasonal conditions.
CIMB Securities upgraded Adelaide Brighton to Hold
from Reduce. The market appears to be factoring in
the worst-case scenario after the company
announced it could be about to lose one of its biggest
customers. The stock is trading 14% lower after the
announcement, and CIMB considers it now to be
fairly valued and therefore raises the rating to Hold
from Reduce.
JP Morgan upgraded David Jones to Neutral from
Underweight. DJs’ result beat the broker’s
expectations on improved revenue growth from
reduction in the cost of doing business and execution
on the Future Strategic Direction Plan. The broker
upgraded on the back of improved operational
performance and the possibility of a change of
control. A nil-premium merger with Myer remains
more possible than probable, albeit the likelihood of

engagement on this proposal has increased. (See
Downgrade below)
In the not-so-good books
BA-Merrill Lynch downgraded David Jones to
Underperform from Neutral. Merrills was disappointed
with flat gross margin, while strong top-line growth
and cost savings helped drive earnings in the
department store. This was not able to offset the 53%
decline in financial services earnings. Merrills thinks
the stock, currently trading at a 25% premium to its
peers, is overvalued. (See Upgrade above)
JP Morgan downgraded Metcash to Underweight
from Neutral, following a review of the company’s
outlook. It retains concerns over revenue declines
and the “almost insurmountable” problems with
executing on the strategic plan. JP Morgan expects
the dividend may be reduced further and thinks
valuation is expensive.
The above was compiled from reports on the
FNArena database, which tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Domino’s delivers for shareholders
by Manny Pohl
How long have you held Domino’s (DMP)?

mobile devices.

We started buying DMP in 2011.

What do you like about its management?
1. They have a focus for online sales.
2. Continued focus on organic growth, coupled
with a sell down of corporate stores.
3. Focus on quality rather than costs. Domino’s
is increasing the quality of offerings.
4. Continued dividend increases for
shareholders – this year the company has
increased its interim fully-franked dividend by
14.2% to 17.7c per share.

Source: Yahoo!7. Datas as at March 20, 2014
What is your target price?
What do you like about it?
DMP is the largest pizza chain in Australia/New
Zealand, in terms of both network store numbers and
network sales, and has opened up an additional
growth path with the acquisition of Domino’s Japan.
It is a high growth business, with revenue growing
annually around 8% over the past three years and
return on investment above 20% over the past three
years – it is very capital efficient.

We don’t have one, as we see ourselves as a
long-term owner of a business – not a share trader
At what point would you sell it?
We would sell Domino’s if our expected future
three-year return was lower than the current cash
rate, plus our required risk premium for equities. Any
material change to the business model or senior
management would prompt a review of the holding.

How is it better than its competitors?
Customers buy pizzas from Domino’s because its
offering is affordable and it is convenient. Its value
proposition to the customer has improved significantly
in recent years. Price inflation has been kept to a
minimum, with the company having reinvested scale
and efficiency benefits into keeping prices low, whilst
other fast food operators and restaurateurs have had
to raise prices to offset cost inflation. The main
reason behind why Domino’s is better than its
competitors is its early use of technology. The focus
on online sales has boosted Domino’s ahead. Almost
60% of total sales across Australia are now being
made online, with 50% of those sales coming from

How much has it added to your overall portfolio
over the last 12 months?
The return from the portfolio over the past 12 months
was 22%, with approximately 10% of this coming
from our exposure to Domino’s.
Is it a liquid stock?
Yes, Domino’s is in the ASX 200 and turns over
roughly 110-150,000 shares per day – hence it is
relatively liquid.
Where do you see the value?
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In challenging economic times, Domino’s value
proposition should lead to solid same store revenue
growth. In addition, we believe Domino’s is less than
50% through its store rollout in the territories in which
it operates, so the store rollout should continue to fuel
growth. And finally, due to the success of Domino’s
and by the fact that the management team is held in
high regard by Domino’s Pizza Inc, there is the
possibility it will be awarded further master franchise
regions.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Short ‘n’ Sweet – the mining giants
by Penny Pryor
The boom is dead. Long live the boom.

decade,” Peter said on Monday.

The resources boom might be over, and resources
companies may have had a rough ride on the market
this morning, but that doesn’t mean the end of the
line, particularly not for the large ones that have been
able to keep a handle on costs.

“You, like me, might have enough of these stocks
bought at lower prices but for someone who is
building a portfolio to fund retirement into the future
and who is not long these quality companies, a
buying opportunity is here and could get even better.”

Ever since Andrew Mackenzie took over the helm of
BHP, the wily Scotsman has built a reputation as a
personable cost-cutter and CEO that is well
positioned to steer his company towards a profitable
future with, or without, inflated commodity prices.

In his fortnightly chart analysis, Gary Stone examined
the other behemoth – Rio.

Charlie Aitken was impressed with BHP’s recent
results announcement in mid Feb.
“Andrew absolutely delivered on my forecast of BHP
being “run hard, very hard”. The focus on
“productivity, margins and free cash generation” are
clearly demonstrated in the interim result.”

“Like most resource companies, RIO’s share price
has been in decline for three years since February
2011. However, over the last three months, there
have been early signs of a potential change in RIO’s
share price,” he said.
Check out his chart analysis here.

“As you know, the only way the ASX200 can get to
6,000, is if BHP takes over leadership of the market. I
think that happened this week and we have cleared
another sentiment hurdle on the way to 6,000,”
Charlie said in February.
Then in his report this week, Peter Switzer explained
that even if commodity prices fall, ongoing demand
for iron ore from China should sustain these
companies.
“So, what are BHP and Rio saying about their futures
– do they feel lucky?
The heads of the companies iron ore divisions –
Jimmy Wilson of BHP and Andrew Harding of Rio –
reiterated their belief that China’s demand for iron
ore will make one billion tonnes by at least 2025,
which they argue will keep demand high for at least a

Source: Yahoo!7. Data as at March 20, 2014
Also read Paul Rickard’s response to a reader’s
question today about why most Trustees will have
BHP in their SMSF portfolio.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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What to do when all SMSF trustees die
by Tony Negline
Compared to fifty or more years ago, most of us have
lives of extraordinary affluence and overall good
health. We increasingly seem completely safe and
almost risk free.
The Malaysian Airlines tragedy reminds us that,
despite our best endeavours, we live in a dangerous
world where the unexpected does happen. Vehicular
accidents – thankfully in decreasing numbers –
continue to cause harm and damage lives.
The three critical issues to consider when an SMSF
member dies are: who controls the fund?; what is the
succession rule applying to the death benefit?; and
what powers are available to determine how a death
benefit is paid?
But what happens when all members die at once? A
Switzer Super Report member last week asked what
happens to his two-member SMSF (with a corporate
trustee) if both members died at the same time.

If a deceased’s Legal Personal Representative or
LPR – typically their executor – is automatically
appointed, then this can’t take place until the probate
or letters of administration have been issued for the
deceased estate.
If a person other than the LPR is specifically
nominated as the replacement trustee, then the
appointment doesn’t have to wait for probate or
letters of administration to be issued.
Note that if someone is appointed as a director at this
stage, then the person must accept their appointment
under the Super and Corporations laws and must not
be disqualified under either of those laws. Upon
appointment, the Tax Office and ASIC both need to
be notified.
If automatic director appointments aren’t a feature of
your company’s constitution, then who are the
shareholders of the corporation? There are several
issues here:

Multi-member corporate trustee SMSFs
When all members of an SMSF with a corporate
trustee die, then the corporate entity survives the
death of the directors (for individual trustees, the
older trustee will be assumed to have died first).
On the death of a member, the first issue is to
determine what constitutes a quorum for a director’s
meeting. This will be contained in the company’s
constitution. This may be necessary if the surviving
directors (if any) can meet and appoint another
director.

The deceased were shareholders – the
deceased’s LPR will exercise the voting
rights to appoint replacement directors (clearly
this will be delayed until the LPR has been
appointed) and using these voting rights could
appoint themselves.
The deceased weren’t shareholders – then
the shareholders can appoint the replacement
directors.
The role of replacement trustees
The replacement trustees will need to:

Next you need to work out if there are any automatic
director appointment provisions in the trustee
company’s constitution and similar provisions in the
fund’s trust deed. These provisions aren’t common
in off the shelf documents.

Value assets to determine the size of the
death benefit
Claim any death insurance proceeds
Determine if any anti-detriment death benefit
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augmentation (that is, return of contributions
tax) can be made
Determine any succession rule applying to the
benefit (for example, if a pension is to be paid
then will another person receive that benefit if
the initial pensioner dies?).
Need to know
And finally, in order to remain an SMSF, a fund must
satisfy the trustee definition within six months of
falling outside the various SMSF rules. This is a
hard-and-fast rule and the regulators don’t have
flexibility to extend this time. If a fund ceases to be an
SMSF, then it automatically is regulated by APRA.
How do you pay out benefits from a fund where it
takes more than six months for an LPR to be
appointed, who is then the replacement trustee? At
the very least, you would need to speak to the ATO
about how best to handle this situation.
Multi-member SMSF with individual trustees
A number of other issues need to be considered here
and I’ll deal with these in a future column.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Worley Parsons and BHP – buy, sell or hold?
by Questions of the Week
Question: Any thoughts on Worley Parsons (WOR)?
Is it a Buy, Sell, or Hold?
Answer (By Paul Rickard): I have always found
Worley Parsons a fairly complex company to
understand, with its geographically diverse
operations. Consequently, it has never been a stock
that has been high on my radar.
The half-year result released on 26 February met
market expectations, and the company reaffirmed its
guidance for the full year. This would result in an
underlying profit in the second half of $160 million to
$200 million, compared to $101 million for the first
half.
Overall, the market seems neutral to mildly positive
on WOR. According to FN Arena, broker sentiment is
+0.3 (scale is most negative at -1.0, most positive at
+1.0), with a consensus target price of $18.31 (a
reasonable premium to the current price of approx
$15.20). The stock is trading on a FY14 forecast PE
of 13.5, and for FY15, on a multiple of only 11.2.
While the stock is quite cheap according to these
measures, I am not quite there at the moment in
wanting to buy it. As I mentioned at the outset, I find it
quite hard to understand – and feel that there are
other companies where the business drivers and risks
are easier to appreciate.
Question 2: I would appreciate if one of your experts
would comment on the suitability of the purchase of
BHP shares, particularly in the likelihood of a share
buyback with large tax credits for either my wife [who
will pay no tax or very little in this current tax year] or
our SMSF.

well all SMSF equity portfolios. The main question is
around the weight – whether at around index weight
of approximately 9.3%, or below index weight at, say,
5.0%, or for a more growth-oriented portfolio,
potentially above index weight at, say, 12.0%.
The weighting will, of course, depend on factors such
as the financial objectives of the individual SMSF, the
appetite for risk, the members’ views about the
attraction of the resources (materials) sector and, in
particular, the medium term outlook for BHP.
Without an understanding of your objectives, I can’t
advise you as to what weighting may be suitable for
your fund.
I think it is likely that BHP will announce a share
buyback of some description this year, and hopefully,
this will be an ‘off-market’ buyback where the
purchase price will include a franked dividend
component. These buybacks are generally very
attractive to taxpayers paying tax at low marginal
rates or not paying tax – and unattractive to taxpayers
paying tax at high marginal tax rates (eg. 46.5%).
SMSFs (either in accumulation or pension mode)
should find any such buyback attractive.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Answer 2 (By Paul Rickard): As the largest stock on
the ASX and arguably one of Australia’s few really
global companies, I think BHP should be part of pretty
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Did you know?
This week Paul Rickard and I got together to talk about one of his favourite sectors - health. Star performers like
Ramsay and CSL may have doubled their share price many times over in the last decade but there are still little
companies that might be worth watching, like Virtus Health.
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